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Air Partner’s Predictions for Commercial Jet Market in 2018 
 
By Clive Chalmers, Trading Director at Air Partner  
 
In the below comments, Clive Chalmers, Trading Director of the global aviation services group Air 
Partner, looks at some of the key drivers of 2017 and focuses on the ones he believes are likely to 
shape the Commercial Jet broking industry in 2018: 
   
“I expect meetings, incentives, conferences and exhibitions (MICE) activity will continue to form a key 
building block for Commercial Jet broking in 2018. 2017 saw Air Partner successfully partner with clients 
across a number of sectors including automotive, financial services and corporations to meet their MICE 
needs, and we believe this expertise leaves us well placed to add further clients in this space, as 
business events become increasingly ‘experience’ led.1 Last year Air Partner’s European offices alone 
arranged more than 1100 MICE flights. 
 
Sports is a key area of expertise for Air Partner, and as the business of sport continues to grow, we 
expect to pick up further contracts in this field. As well as annual tournaments such as the UEFA 
Champion’s League and Six Nations, there are a number of very high-profile events in 2018. The most 
prominent of these is the FIFA World Cup hosted by Russia this summer. Air Partner has a long and 
distinguished association with the football industry, and given our global experience we believe this will 
be an important event for many of our corporate and HNW clients alike. To that end, we have already 
seen increased demand for our charter services ahead of the competition, and expect this to increase 
from here.  
 
As Air Partner grows as an aviation group, with multiple products, so has our ability to offer a range of 
services to our international clients. For instance, an oil & gas client can now use the Air Partner Group 
for crew rotations, safety audits, and management flying for investor roadshows. We expect this trend 
to continue as other companies and clients see the benefits of buying multiple products from one trusted 
source. 
 
One ongoing challenge for our industry is the low visibility associated with booking flights - the result of 
this is the need to be very responsive to complex and time-critical requests. We wouldn’t have predicted 
that we would help make history in 2017 by facilitating the first ever commercial aircraft charter flight to 
St Helena. Despite the difficult location, the team used its strong technical knowledge and skilled aircraft 
sourcing to deliver a historic success for both Air Partner and the island itself. 
 
In a globalised world the aviation industry continues to grow, but at the same time, so does the need 
for returns on investment. With this in mind, we expect an increasing number of scheduled carriers to 
make aircraft available for charter, as they look to find additional revenue and utilisation for their fleets. 
Conversely to this, we believe as the commercial airline offering continues to experience over-demand, 
so the need for charter will increase, and with that increased understanding of the benefits that a broker 
can bring to a complex market. 
 
Here at Air Partner we’re looking forward to continuing to deliver our outstanding service to new and 
existing clients in the coming year.” 
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Founded in 1961, Air Partner is a global aviation services group that provides worldwide solutions to 
industry, commerce, governments and private individuals. The Group has two divisions: Broking 
division, comprising air charter broking and remarketing; and the Consulting & Training division, 
comprising the aviation safety consultancies, Baines Simmons, Clockwork Research and SafeSkys, as 
well as Air Partner’s Emergency Planning Division. For reporting purposes, the Group is structured into 
four divisions: Commercial Jets, Private Jets, Freight (Broking) and Consulting & Training (Baines 
Simmons, Clockwork Research, SafeSkys and Air Partner’s Emergency Planning Division). The 
Commercial Jet division charters large airliners to move groups of any size. Air Partner Remarketing, 
which is within the Commercial Jet division, provides comprehensive remarketing programmes for all 
types of commercial and corporate aircraft to a wide range of international clients. Private Jets offers 
the Company's unique pre-paid JetCard scheme and on-demand charter. Freight charters aircraft of 
every size to fly almost any cargo anywhere, at any time. Baines Simmons is a world leader in aviation 
safety consulting specialising in aviation regulation, compliance and safety management. Clockwork 
Research is a leading fatigue risk management consultancy. SafeSkys is a leading Environmental and 
Air Traffic Control services provider to UK and International airports. Air Partner is headquartered 
alongside Gatwick airport in the UK. Air Partner operates 24/7 year-round and has 20 offices globally. 
Air Partner is listed on the London Stock Exchange (AIR) and is ISO 9001:2008 compliant for 
commercial airline and private jet solutions worldwide. www.airpartner.com  
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